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Electronic Discovery and Computer
Forensics in Financial Fraud
As we face a worldwide economic crisis and
companies are under continued pressure to make
financial metrics, fraud is rampant among
organizations of all sizes. Do you have unmet needs
in financial fraud investigations? At Digital
Mountain, we have solutions to address this
growing problem. We empower fraud detection
through our electronic discovery and computer
forensics services to law firms, corporations,
government entities and financial forensics firms.
We also enable accelerated document review
through FileQuest, our advanced Web-based data
discovery solution. The following represents our
value-added solutions used in uncovering financial
schemes:
Electronic Discovery Services. Digital Mountain
provides electronic evidence collection and
electronic data discovery processing services for
files stored on all major operating systems. We can
extract and process data from a variety of storage
media such as hard drives, tapes, CDs, storage
arrays, smartphones and tablets. We also assist in
making financial accounting records, stock option
software or other applications viewable for further
analysis by financial forensics firms.
Computer Forensics Services. Go beyond active
email and other available files. We can uncover
critical evidence through our computer forensics
efforts by looking at deleted files, slack space, swap

files, unallocated space, Internet artifacts and other
ambient areas of a computer system where data
resides. We seek and find valuable evidence
through Internet-based email accounts, instant
messaging sessions and data found on the Web.
FileQuest, Web-Based Review. FileQuest is an
advanced Web-based data discovery solution that
empowers organizations to seamlessly perform
their own data extraction, filtering, processing,
review and production of documents. With our
robust, fully integrated platform, FileQuest
dramatically reduces the time required for data
discovery while minimizing costs. Our Software as a
Service model eliminates the need for your
organization to maintain any software or hardware.
FileQuest provides you with accelerated data
discovery on-demand with no fixed up-front costs.
With our flexible model, you can go solo and do it
yourself or go tandem with our project
management team’s assistance.

For technology experience in fraud detection that
can make a difference in your case, please contact
us today.

Please contact us for your electronic discovery and computer forensics needs at
(866) DIG-DOCS or info@digitalmountain.com
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